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Abstract

We present a probabilistic representation of network structures in images.
Our target application is the extraction of urban roads from aerial images.
Roads appear as thin, elongated, partially curved structures forming a loopy
graph, and this complex layout requires a prior that goes beyond standard
smoothness and co-occurrence assumptions. In the proposed model the net-
work is represented as a union of 1D paths connecting distant (super-)pixels.
A large set of putative candidate paths is constructed in such a way that
they include the true network as much as possible, by searching for mini-
mum cost paths in the foreground (road) likelihood. Selecting the optimal
subset of candidate paths is posed as MAP inference in a higher-order con-
ditional random field. Each path forms a higher-order clique with a type
of clique potential, which attracts the member nodes of cliques with high
cumulative road evidence to the foreground label. That formulation induces
a robust PN -Potts model, for which a global MAP solution can be found
efficiently with graph cuts. Experiments with two road data sets show that
the proposed model significantly improves per-pixel accuracies as well as the
overall topological network quality with respect to several baselines.

Keywords: aerial, multispectral, urban, networks, extraction, high
resolution

1. Introduction1

Despite more than three decades of research, automatic road extraction2

from remote sensing data remains to a large degree unsolved. Since the initial3

attempts in the mid-seventies (Bajcsy and Tavakoli, 1976) important progress4

has been made – see the overview papers (Heipke et al., 1997; Mayer et al.,5

2006) – but to our knowledge no fully automated road extraction system6
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so far performs at a level that would allow operational use. In practice7

the extraction or update of roads is at most semi-automatic and requires a8

significant degree of user interaction, e.g. (Gerke et al., 2004; Zhang, 2004;9

Helmholz et al., 2012).10

Factors that make the task challenging are strong illumination effects,11

appearance variations due to clutter and shadows, and occlusion by nearby12

buildings and vegetation. In urban environments these factors are com-13

pounded with highly variable road width, density and curvature, which makes14

the extraction particularly difficult. Even in “planned” cities with a regu-15

lar grid layout (e.g., many American towns) nearby trees and buildings fre-16

quently cast shadows on roads or occlude them altogether. For older or more17

informally growing cities with irregular, narrow, winding roads the problem18

becomes much worse.19

Road extraction in the presence of noisy and ambiguous low-level image20

evidence requires strong a-priori knowledge. It turns out that formalizing21

the structural properties of roads (and also other networks, e.g., in medical22

image processing) in a prior is difficult. Existing models are usually either23

too restricted to faithfully describe the network, or too complex for stable24

and efficient inference (see overview in Sec. 2).25

We seek a compromise between these extremes and develop a model of26

the road network which is on the one hand expressive (e.g., it does not27

impose a tree structure or require piecewise straight roads), and on the other28

hand amenable to powerful inference algorithms (i.e., it does not require29

expensive all-purpose solvers like MCMC or Gibbs sampling). The proposed30

method follows the recover-and-select strategy: an over-complete collection of31

potential road segments is generated, which is subsequently pruned to those32

segments which cover parts of the road network. The segments, which we call33

paths, are found by minimum cost path computation based on local features.34

The pruning step, in which incorrect paths are suppressed, is formulated as35

MAP inference in a higher-order conditional random field (CRF), constructed36

in such a way that it allows for efficient global energy minimization. The37

conservative recover step ensures high completeness (recall), while the select38

step aims to maximize correctness (precision), by explicitly including long-39

range connections via higher-order CRF potentials.40

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine the classical idea41

of minimum cost paths with the comprehensive global modeling capabili-42

ties of CRFs, for road network extraction in particular and for other loopy,43

undirected networks in general. A preliminary version of this work appeared44
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in (Wegner et al., 2013). In that work local stretches of road were confined45

to lie on straight line segments. Here, we extend the model to allow for46

arbitrary (minimum-cost) paths that naturally adapt to more complex road47

shapes (e.g., sharp bends). Moreover, we present a much expanded experi-48

mental evaluation.49

2. Related work50

Road extraction in rural or suburban areas is often approached in a rule-51

based fashion, i.e. one attempts to explicitly formulate an exhaustive set52

of rules for delineating the road network (Doucette et al., 2004; Mena and53

Malpica, 2005; Poullis and You, 2010; Grote et al., 2012; Ünsalan and Sirma-54

cek, 2012; Miao et al., 2013). Common to all these approaches is a heuristic55

processing pipeline consisting of multiple sequential or intertwined steps, with56

a rather large set of parameters that need to be re-tuned for each new scene.57

To bridge the gap between low-level road cues and high-level road net-58

work layout in a more principled way Stoica et al. (2004) (later followed by59

Lacoste et al. (2005); Lafarge et al. (2010)) have introduced marked point60

processes, a comprehensive probabilistic framework to impose connectivity61

priors. In (Chai et al., 2013) the authors extend the original idea of sam-62

pling line-segments by explicitly modelling junctions with point processes.63

However, the corresponding objective functions can only be minimized with64

all-purpose solvers like simulated annealing and/or reversible jump Markov65

Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC). They are thus on one hand computationally66

very expensive and on the other hand risk not finding a satisfactory optimum67

(e.g. due to poor mixing of the chain).68

All previously mentioned approaches primarily focus on rural and sub-69

urban scenes with relatively sparse and mostly unoccluded road networks.70

Only few works deal with road extraction in more complex urban areas. Hinz71

and Baumgartner (2003) have developed a detailed heuristic model for roads72

and their context in scale-space, using evidence from multiple overlapping73

aerial images. More recently, Youn et al. (2008) combine an orthophoto74

and airborne laser scanning data to extract wide, largely unoccluded roads75

that follow a grid pattern. Similar to (Hinz and Baumgartner, 2003; Grote76

et al., 2012) they design a hierarchical framework which constructs longer77

road pieces from initial segments, but no high-level connectivity is imposed,78

thus many gaps remain.79
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Here, we argue that a particularly important property of the road network80

is its connectedness. Hierarchical bottom-up procedures that iteratively as-81

semble short pieces of road to longer ones must base their decisions primarily82

on local shape constraints, whereas they account for connectedness at a very83

late stage (or not at all). It seems more intuitive to view road networks as a84

collection of smooth, connected long-range paths without strong restrictions85

on the local shape. Probably the first work to model roads via minimum86

cost paths is (Fischler et al., 1981). They use an A∗-type algorithm to iter-87

atively find roads based on per-pixel scores generated with a line detector.88

Since this early attempt various groups have proposed semi-automated road89

tracking approaches, in which single roads (mostly in rural areas) are traced90

after manual selection of starting nodes. Technical implementations of this91

idea include Kalman filtering (Vosselman and de Knecht, 1995), extended92

Kalman filtering and/or particle filtering (Movaghati et al., 2010), heuristic93

rule-based tracing (Baumgartner et al., 2002), and shortest path computa-94

tion by dynamic programming (Gruen and Li, 1995, 1997; Dal Poz et al.,95

2010, 2012).96

To our knowledge, minimum cost paths for automated road network ex-97

traction have not been followed up in recent years in remote sensing, until98

recently Türetken et al. (2012) tested their method, originally developed99

for vessel tree extraction in medical imagery, on road networks. In medical100

imaging, many researchers have used minimum cost paths to model 2D and101

3D tree structures, e.g. (Li and Yezzi, 2007; Türetken et al., 2011; Benman-102

sour and Cohen, 2011; Bas and Erdogmus, 2011; Zhao et al., 2011). Gen-103

erally, these approaches first detect local cues, which are then connected to104

elongated tubes via minimum cost paths. Model-based criteria ensure that105

all branches fit into a global tree topology, either in a bottom-up or in a106

top-down fashion. Bottom-up methods try to initially extract only correct107

network pieces, thereby accepting low completeness, followed by insertion of108

missing links, e.g. (Bas and Erdogmus, 2011; Wang et al., 2011). Top-down109

methods proceed the other way round, and first generate an overly complete110

network, by allowing all potential paths at the risk of a high false alarm rate.111

Subsequently, erroneous links are pruned to obtain a correct network, e.g. (Li112

and Yezzi, 2007; Türetken et al., 2012). Bottom-up methods are usually fast113

to compute iteratively but often fail to bridge large gaps, whereas top-down114

techniques have problems when it comes to suppressing “shortcuts” through115

the background. The approach proposed here follows the top-down strategy116

and aims for high topological completeness, i.e. our objective is to extract the117
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complete urban road network as far as possible, which is crucial for naviga-118

tion applications such as personal navigation systems or vehicle routing.119

A method similar in spirit to ours is (Türetken et al., 2012), which was120

extended to graphs with cycles in (Türetken et al., 2013). They locally121

compute road (resp. tube) likelihoods at each pixel (or voxel, if applied to122

stacks of medical images) and connect seed points via minimum cost paths123

at several scales. The resulting graph is broken down into short overlapping124

segments, and a network graph through the set of segments is found with125

mixed integer programming. Although originally developed for a medical126

application, the experiments also demonstrate promising performance for127

suburban road networks in aerial images.128

For completeness we also mention a body of literature , starting with (Laptev129

et al., 2000), that uses the term “road extraction” for the delineation of roads130

with different variants and extensions of active contour models (“snakes”).131

For example, Butenuth and Heipke (2012) extend standard snakes to explic-132

itly model the network topology, including junctions, with so-called network133

snakes. Wang et al. (2011) apply a similar snake formulation to iteratively134

reconstruct tree-like tubular structures from medical image stacks. However,135

snakes are a local optimizer, and mainly useful to delineate roads more pre-136

cisely once their approximate layout is known. We therefore rather see them137

as a potential geometric refinement after extraction.138

3. Network extraction139

In our approach the road network is thought of as the union of many140

elongated paths. In this way, network extraction can be cast as the search for141

a set of paths that together cover the entire network. The proposed method142

follows the recover-and-select strategy:143

• In the recover step a large, over-complete set of potential candidate144

paths is generated, by finding the most road-like connections between145

many different pairs of seed points. The aim of candidate generation is146

high recall, ideally the candidate set covers the entire road network, at147

the cost of also containing many false positives that do not lie (com-148

pletely) on roads.149

• In the select step undesired false positives are pruned from the candi-150

date set to yield a reduced set still covering as much as possible of the151

network, but with few false positives. This second step is formulated152
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as the minimization of a global higher-order CRF energy, and can be153

solved to global optimality.154

In more detail, our system consists of the following steps: First, an image is155

segmented into superpixels, which are from then on treated as the smallest156

entities (nodes) to be labeled. Per superpixel a feature vector is extracted157

and fed to a binary Random Forest classifier, which assigns each superpixel158

a unary road likelihood (Sec. 3.1). Next, promising candidate paths are159

generated. To that end, superpixels with high road likelihoods are sampled160

randomly as seed nodes and linked with minimum cost paths. The hope161

is that road superpixels that have high background probability, e.g. due to162

a cast shadow, will be covered by a minimum cost path and thus become163

member of a connected subset where the majority of superpixels votes for164

road. The superpixels of each candidate path form a higher-order clique in a165

CRF (Sec. 3.2).166

The potentials of these higher-order cliques are based on the PN -Potts167

model of Kohli et al. (2009) that enforces label consistency within large168

cliques, meaning that superpixels within the clique are penalized for devi-169

ating from the majority label. In that sense, our method could be seen as an170

anisotropic “smoothing along the paths”.171

The resulting CRF energy can be minimized with a graph cut, leading172

to a global optimum of the binary labeling task. Note that working with173

the actual long-range paths (cliques) is conceptually different from methods174

that divide long paths into short segments and classify each segment sepa-175

rately (Türetken et al., 2012). Like (Wang et al., 2011; Türetken et al., 2011)176

we prefer to work with complete paths, so as not to lose any connectivity177

information.178

3.1. Unary potential179

Recall that our smallest entity to be labeled is a superpixel. By a slight180

abuse of notation, in the following we write x for both the raw data and the181

features. Correspondingly, we denote both a particular superpixel from the182

set S of all superpixels and its features with xj. Thus, our objective is to183

assign each superpixel xj a label yj ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 represents road and 0184

background.185

We segment the raw images into superpixels xj, and train a binary Ran-186

dom Forest classifier (Breiman, 2001) with 20 trees to predict, for each super-187

pixel, the class-conditional (negative log-)likelihoods E1(xj) = − logP (yj =188

1|xj) for the foreground (road) class and E0(xj) = − logP (yj =0|xj) for the189
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background. These log-likelihoods form the unary potentials in the Condi-190

tional Random Field, i.e. the energies for assigning labels yj ∈ {0, 1} are191

then192

Eu(xj) = yjE1(xj)− (1− yj)E0(xj) (1)

Although our method could in principle work directly with individual pix-193

els we prefer regular superpixels of an over-segmentation as smallest entities194

to be labeled, on one hand due to their larger support for feature com-195

putation, and on the other hand to reduce the computational burden, both196

during shortest path generation and during inference. Superpixels sometimes197

are not correctly aligned with object boundaries, but we do not consider this198

a major hurdle for our application because the emphasis lies on the correct199

and complete road network topology rather than on pixel-accurate labeling,200

which can be achieved in a subsequent refinement step, for example using201

snakes (Laptev et al., 2000; Butenuth and Heipke, 2012).202

As features we use the responses of the color/texture filter bank of Winn203

et al. (2005), after converting the images to opponent Gaussian color space (Burgh-204

outs and Geusebroek, 2009), as well as the height over ground, if available.205

For each superpixel we record mean and standard deviation of all features,206

leading to a feature vector of dimension 34 for raw images, respectively 36 if207

a height channel is available.208

An important property of the problem, which is rarely mentioned in the209

literature, is that the foreground-background labeling problem for line net-210

works is usually very asymmetric: much of the clutter that disturbs the road211

appearance (overhanging trees, cast shadows, etc.) is also prominent in the212

diffuse statistics of the background (“everything except roads”), whereas only213

few things in the background exhibit the comparatively crisp, well-defined214

statistics of roads. Consequently false negatives in the foreground class (gaps215

in the road network) are the dominant failure mode of the unary potential216

that needs to be addressed by a prior, whereas false positives are much less217

of a problem – see Sec. 4.2, Fig. 2(a,e,i) & 3(a,e,i,m).218

3.2. Minimum cost paths219

As explained above, we concentrate on a model to correct false negatives,220

i.e. superpixels that do actually lie on roads, but have low road likelihood.221

We thus construct an asymmetric prior which attracts superpixels with low222

road probability to the road class to reduce false negatives, but not the other223

way round.224
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Figure 1: Densities of minimum cost paths per pixel of Graz images shown in Fig. 2.
High densities are displayed red, low densities blue.

Our model represents the network as a union of many minimum cost225

paths that link two randomly sampled superpixels (Fig. 1), one start node226

xs and one end node xe. Clearly, the set of all such paths in an image is227

too large for practical purposes. In order to keep shortest path computation228

and the subsequent CRF inference tractable, we sample node pairs {xs, xe}229

from all superpixels with a road likelihood ≥ 0.7. The minimum cost paths230

are found with the standard Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959). In order231

to also cover comparable paths with slightly higher costs due to noise, we232

use the k-shortest path version of the algorithm to get k mutually exclusive233

paths per node pair.234

Let the path from xs to xe be denoted Ri(sx, se), and let its nodes be235

{xj∈Ri}. The cost of a path is236

C
(
Ri(xs, xe)

)
=

e∑
j=s

c(xj), (2)

where in the basic case the individual edge costs are simply c(xj) = E1(xj),237

stating a preference for paths that pass through nodes of high road likelihood.238

For the case of road extraction from aerial images, where often also a239

height value h(xj) for each superpixel is available from dense stereo or a pre-240

existing terrain model, we additionally require low slope (height gradient)241

∆h(xj) = h(xj+1)−h(xj) between neighbouring nodes:242

c(xj) = λE1(xj) + (1−λ)
∣∣∆h(xj)

∣∣, (3)

with λ∈ [0..1] a weighting parameter that determines the relative influence243
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of appearance and slope.244

Note that paths are instantiated for all sampled pairs of start/end nodes,245

without knowing whether there really exists a connection between them.246

Although roads may frequently be occluded, we observe that this only occurs247

for a certain maximum number of consecutive superpixels on a path. In248

general, ≥ 10 consecutive superpixels with unary road likelihood below 0.5249

indicate background. We therefore directly prune unlikely paths that pass250

through too long stretches of background, and pass only the remaining ones251

to CRF inference. Each sampled minimum cost path Ri that passes this252

initial threshold forms a higher-order clique Qi in a CRF for the selection253

(inference) step.254

3.3. Contrast-sensitive node weighting255

To measure the goodness-of-fit of individual nodes xj w.r.t. a given clique256

Qi, we introduce weights wji . They are derived by comparing the nodes’257

appearance to the mean appearance of the clique. To that end, we compute258

the mean feature vector x(Qi) in the clique i, the Euclidean distance to259

the mean |xj − x(Qi)| for each individual node, and the standard deviation260

σx(Qi) of those distances. The variance-adjusted distance d(xj, Qi) = |xj −261

x(Qi)|/σx(Qi) is then used to assign an individual weight to the node xj:262

wji =


wmax d(xj, Qi) ≤0.5

wmax
(
1− d(xj, Qi)

)
0.5 < d(xj, Qi) ≤1

0 d(xj, Qi) >1

(4)

using a truncated linear weighting function for robustness. The scale wmax263

can be chosen arbitrarily, since it is later rescaled with the path weight λpath,264

see Eq. 6. We set wmax = 1. The weights wji can be interpreted as “de-265

grees of clique membership” or as “coupling strengths” between node and266

clique. They help to better handle cliques which lie largely on roads, but267

take incorrect “shortcuts” through the background. Such cliques are rather268

frequent due to the nature of shortest path computation, and if not properly269

treated can produce false positives. To understand the effect of the weights270

it is instructive to look at the extreme cases: nodes within 0.5 σx(Qi) get271

the full weight and strongly increase the penalty for labeling the superpixel272

as background (see below). In contrast, nodes further away than σx(Qi) get273

weight zero, effectively removing them from the clique, such that labeling274

them as background incurs no penalty.275
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3.4. Higher-order CRF model276

In their work on the PN -Potts model Kohli et al. (2008) showed that277

efficient inference in higher-order CRFs is feasible, if the number of possi-278

ble states per clique remains low, whereas the absolute clique size is less279

crucial. Several works have adopted that model for semantic segmentation280

tasks. Examples include imposing multiple superpixel segmentations as soft281

constraints on object boundaries (Kohli et al., 2009), modeling long-range282

texture patterns (Rother et al., 2009), exploiting global co-occurrence statis-283

tics of object classes (Ladicky et al., 2010), and concurrently capturing the284

spatial extent, semantic class, and semantic context of objects (Yao et al.,285

2012). Few works exist that apply minimum cost paths for the extraction of286

single “objects” with complex layout. An example is (Vicente et al., 2008),287

which employs Dijkstra shortest paths within a graph cut framework as con-288

nectivity prior for interactive image segmentation, in order to counter the289

“shrinking bias”.290

In this paper we use higher-order potentials for road network extraction.291

A CRF models the posterior P (y|x) of labels y depending on observations292

x as a Gibbs distribution,293

P (y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp (E (x,y)) (5)

with Z (x) the partition function which ensures that the probability inte-294

grates to 1. The joint Gibbs energy E (x,y) of unary potentials ψj (cf. Eq. 1),295

pairwise potentials ψb, and higher-order potentials ψq of a CRF is (with N296

and Q the sets of all binary and all higher-order cliques, respectively)297

E (x,y) =
∑
j∈S

ψj (xj, yj) + λbin
∑
n∈N

ψb (xn,yn) + λpath
∑
i∈Q

ψq (xi,yi) . (6)

Maximum a posterior (MAP) inference then amounts to minimizing E (x,y)298

to maximize the posterior probability P (y|x).299

It turns out that moderate smoothing with a 1st-order contrast-sensitive300

Potts model (Boykov and Jolly, 2001) in addition to the higher-order cliques301

eliminates small, isolated false positives. We thus include a pairwise term302

with a low weight λbin = 0.1. The pairwise potentials ψb compare labels303

and features of adjacent superpixels, whereas the higher-order potentials ψq304

define interactions between all superpixels contained in a minimum cost path305

(cf. Sec. 3.2). In our case higher-order cliques can reach a size of up to ≈ 300306
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superpixels.307

Only applying standard pairwise potentials to extract roads, which appear308

as narrow, elongated objects inside a dominant, heterogeneous background,309

is prone to fail. The local interactions between adjacent superpixels do not310

carry information about long-range connectivity, and will tend to smooth311

away thin structures like roads, cf. Sec. 4.2 and e.g. (Vincente et al., 2008).312

On the contrary, the higher-order cliques (paths) are designed to fill gaps and313

improve network completeness. With shortest path sampling we obtain elon-314

gated chains of superpixels (Fig. 1), the majority of which in most cases fall315

on a road. If the overall road evidence of a clique (derived from the unaries)316

is strong enough, then the higher-order potential drags clique members with317

less evidence to the foreground. For example, consider a case where long318

stretches of superpixels with high road likelihood on a path are interrupted319

by short, isolated groups of superpixels with low road likelihood caused by320

overhanging trees. Because path computation is engineered to follow roads,321

this is strong evidence that the isolated groups should also be labeled road,322

and consequently the clique potential attracts all superpixels of the path to323

the road class. On the contrary, if the majority of superpixels inside a path324

belongs tobackground, one cannot generally infer that all should be back-325

ground. Therefore, the prior is asymmetric. Note, paths explicitly model326

foreground, but no prior for superpixels not covered by paths is formulated.327

In the absence of any path the prior remains neutral (however, the local328

smoothness prior from the pairwise potentials acts on both foreground and329

background).330

In many cases paths that largely cover a stretch of road will neverthe-331

less contain a few background superpixels. In such cases the energy should332

increase gracefully, rather than abruptly with the first deviating superpixel.333

We therefore employ the robust PN -Potts model with a linear truncated cost334

function, with parameters β, γ and the potentials’ upper bound α. Together335

with the asymmetry explained above the higher-order potential ψq (xi,yi)336

becomes337

ψq(xi,yi) =

{
min

(
α, Pb · α−βγ +β

)
if Pb < Pr

0 else
(7)

where Pr =
∑

(wji ·yj) is the weighted sum of road superpixels inside a clique,338

and Pb =
∑

(wji · (1 − yj)) is the weighted sum of background superpixels.339

The wji are the weights that act on individual superpixels j to adjust their340
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influence on the potential of a clique i (cf. Sec. 3.3).341

Since our problem only has two labels and the potential (7) is a special342

case of the robust PN -Potts model (Kohli et al., 2008), a global minimum of343

the energy (6) can be found in low polynomial time with a graph cut.344

4. Experiments345

We evaluate the proposed approach on two different datasets. Both data-346

sets consist of a number of 1000 × 1000 pixel tiles from aerial true orthopho-347

tos and corresponding normalized digital surface models (nDSM) from stereo348

matching, with a ground sampling distance of 0.25 m. The first dataset con-349

tains 76 (RGB) tiles covering the entire city center of Graz, Austria, the350

second one consists of 16 (color infrared) tiles from Vaihingen, Germany.1351

Raw image tiles are segmented into superpixels with the patch-based352

energy minimization approach of (Veksler et al., 2010). We generate on353

average 15000 superpixels per tile, so as to limit graph size2.354

To obtain candidate paths we randomly sample 1500 pairs of start/end355

nodes per tile for Graz, and 4000 pairs for the more difficult Vaihingen.356

These seeds are sampled from all superpixels with high unary road likelihood357

P (yj =1|xj) ≥ 0.7. The number k of shortest paths per start/end pair is set358

to k = 4 for both data sets resulting in a total of 6000 (Graz), respectively359

16000 (Vaihingen) paths per image. We give high weight λ = 0.9 to the360

unary energy and low weight 1 − λ = 0.1 to the height gradient because361

the terrain height is already implicitly contained in the unaries as a feature.362

However, keeping the height gradient in the equation helps avoiding gross363

errors particularly if the unary classifier (i.e., Random Forest) is uncertain364

at buildings that have similar appearance (color, texture) as streets, but365

different height.366

A bit of pairwise smoothing to remove noise inside the background and on367

wide roads proved beneficial, as long as the higher-order potentials dominate.368

We thus weight the binary term ψb with λbin = 0.1 and the higher-order term369

ψq with λpath = 1.0.370

1The Vaihingen data are part of the ISPRS benchmark. The Graz data has been
kindly provided by Microsoft Photogrammetry, Graz.

2Parameters are found empirically. See Sec. 4.3 for a parameter study.
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4.1. Error measures371

We report the standard metrics quality, completeness, and correctness (Wiede-372

mann et al., 1998) commonly used in literature on road extraction (e.g., (Laptev373

et al., 2000; Doucette et al., 2004; Mayer et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2007; Mnih374

and Hinton, 2010, 2012)). Another popular metric is the κ-value to assess375

pixel-wise labeling accuracy. It quantifies how much the predicted labels dif-376

fer from a random image with the same label counts, thus measuring the377

improvement over chance, whereas overall accuracy measures the improve-378

ment over a 100% incorrect result. Hence κ avoids biases due to uneven class379

distribution.3380

A topologically correct network is essential for navigation purposes, but381

that fact is not well captured by the described metrics: even a small gap can382

lead to lengthy detours, while not having much impact on completeness. We383

thus use an additional metrics based on shortest paths between randomly384

sampled, correctly labeled road pixels, for which a road connection exists in385

ground truth. In case the extracted network has the correct topology, the386

predicted and actual path lengths should be (nearly) identical. Incorrect387

shortcuts result in too short paths (2short), incorrect gaps in the extracted388

network cause too long paths (2long), or they disconnect the network into389

disjoint parts with no connection at all (noC ). We repeatedly sample pairs of390

seed pixels and compare the path lengths between the ground truth and our391

estimate until the percentages of all error types have converged. A tolerance392

of 5% of the path length is used to account for geometric uncertainty.393

4.2. Results394

For quantitative analysis, we run 7-fold cross-validation for Graz with a395

11/65 training/testing split. In case of Vaihingen we conduct 4-fold cross-396

validation with 4/12 training/testing split.397

We compare the proposed method (Paths) to three baselines: the raw398

unaries (RF), only the standard contrast-sensitive pairwise Potts model with-399

out path cliques (Potts), and a rule-based version of the path prior, which400

directly thresholds the cost-weighted path density (Thresh). Evaluation re-401

3κ =
N

∑
i cii−

∑
i(
∑

j cij ·
∑

j cji)

N2−
∑

i(
∑

j cij ·
∑

j cji)
, with cij the entries of the confusion matrix and N the

number of pixels. E.g., for an image with 10% road and 90% background pixels a result
without a single road pixel has 90% overall accuracy, but κ=0%.
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Method κ Qual. Comp. Corr. 2long 2short noC. correct
RF 76 69 80 84 7 3 32 59
Potts 76 69 76 89 5 3 30 62

Graz Thresh 68 62 87 69 2 36 1 62
Paths 78 71 83 84 6 8 11 75
RF 73 65 77 81 8 3 40 49
Potts 73 46 60 67 5 3 42 50

Vaih Thresh 68 61 87 68 1 43 1 55
Paths 76 68 81 81 7 11 17 65

Table 1: Pixelwise and topological road extraction results (mean values after cross-
validation). All numbers are percentages.

sults are given in Tab. 1, example results are depicted in Fig. 2 (Graz) and402

Fig. 3 (Vaihingen).403

The two data sets have somewhat different characteristics. Graz has404

major roads and large blocks of buildings, whereas Vaihingen has narrower405

roads often shaded by trees or even completely occluded in the town center.406

Narrow and/or occluded roads (by trees or cast shadow) are typical situations407

where RF and Potts fail. RF misclassifies road parts with shadows (Fig.2(a,e) &408

Fig.3(e,i)) and Potts tends to smooth away narrow pieces of road (Fig.2(b,f,j)409

& Fig.3(b,j,n)) although we already gave a very low weight to the pairwise410

potentials.411

Consequently Potts performs worst on Vaihingen with respect to quality,412

even below the raw unaries. On the Graz data set with its wider roads, the413

pixelwise accuracy of Potts is on par with RF, while its topological correctness414

(correct) is slightly higher. Our proposed method (Paths) resolves these situ-415

ations much better and extracts many narrow and occluded portions of the416

road network, leading to 2-3% gains in κ and quality compared to the second417

best method. Particularly large improvements of 10-13% are achieved with418

respect to topological correctness (correct). However, due to its asymmetric419

nature it does produce some additional false positives, which is reflected in420

the number of 2short paths.421

To separate the performance of the clique sampler from the global CRF422

cost function we relabel superpixels covered by paths (that contain less than423

10 consecutive superpixels with unary road likelihood below 0.5) as roads424

(Thresh). Clearly, minimum cost paths without a global CRF model do not425

improve the unary result but rather produce many false positives (see column426
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RF Potts Thresh Paths

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 2: Road networks extracted in three patches of the Graz orthophoto mosaic.
Green true positives, blue false positives, red false negatives.

Thresh in Fig. 2 & 3).427

Nonetheless, Paths still exhibits a number of typical failures. Labeling428

errors in dead end roads cannot be corrected, unless by chance a seed is429

sampled at their very end. Moreover, minimum cost paths between different430

start/end nodes tend to use the same superpixels when passing through the431

same stretch of road or the same junction (those which have the highest road432

likelihood). As a result, superpixels with low road likelihood, often on the433

border of a wide road or crossing, may be missed by the path sampler and434

then cannot be recovered. Choosing a high number k of mutually exclusive435

shortest paths between two seeds reduces this effect, but k cannot be set436

arbitrarily high because this would force too many paths through the back-437
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ground and increase the number of false positives near road boundaries. If a438

scene contains both very narrow and very wide roads, like in the bottom row439

of Fig. 2, not all errors in the unaries (red parts center and right in Fig. 2(i))440

can be corrected by Paths (remaining red parts Fig. 2(l)).441

For a visual comparison to a state-of-the-art method, we extract roads in442

the EPFL-dataset of suburban RGB ortho-images, consisting of screenshots443

from Google Earth without height information (Türetken et al., 2013), see444

Fig. 4. Images and results of (Türetken et al., 2013, hereafter termed EPFL)445

were provided by the authors. Note that the EPFL results were achieved446

using gray-scale versions of the RGB ortho-images, whereas our approach447

needs color images as input. To adapt our approach to this data set with-448

out height channel, we drop the height from all steps of our method for the449

comparison: (i) the Random Forest uses no height features; (ii) path com-450

putation does not use the height gradient for the edge cost between adjacent451

superpixels; and (iii) the contrast-sensitive Potts potentials are computed452

without the height gradient. The visual comparison shows that our method453

produces significantly fewer gross errors, in particular it manages better to454

avoid false positives, see Fig. 4. For correct roads, EPFL does give smoother455

road boundaries than our method without post-processing. This could be ex-456

pected, since on the one hand it operates on pixels rather than superpixels;457

and on the other hand it explicitly estimates the road width as part of the458

per-pixel “tubularity”, which works well for unoccluded roads with nearly459

constant width, as depicted in the data set.460

4.3. Parameter study461

In order to quantify the sensitivity of the method to different parameter462

settings we perform a study in which we vary several crucial parameters. We463

test each parameter separately within a reasonable range and keep all others464

fixed. Tests are performed on a representative train/test split of Vaihingen,465

i.e. the one that is closest to the cross-validation average (cf. Vaih in Tab. 1).466

We test different parameters for path sampling, for path pruning, and for the467

truncated linear node weighting function. Additionally, we assess the impact468

of an alternative superpixel segmentation algorithm on the results. For all469

tests we record pixel-wise (κ) as well as topological error metrics (quality and470

the percentage of correct paths of the topological measure, cf. Sec. 4.1).471

Two different parameters have to be set for path sampling (Sec. 3.2):472

the amount of start-end node pairs sep per image tile and the number k473

of mutually exclusive shortest paths per node pair. We evaluate sep ∈474
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(1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000) (Fig. 5(a)) and k ∈ (1, 2, 4, 6, 8) (Fig. 5(b)).475

For sep this corresponds to a minimum number k · sep = 4 · 1000 = 4000476

and maximum number of k · sep = 4 · 5000 = 20000 paths, while the to-477

tal path number for tests with k ranges from k · sep = 1 · 4000 = 4000478

to k · sep = 8 · 4000 = 32000. It turns out that different settings of sep479

(Fig. 5(a)) and k (Fig. 5(b)) do not significantly change κ and quality in gen-480

eral. However, they do have an influence on the percentage of topologically481

correct connections. Especially the extreme setting k = 1 misses important482

connections and significantly decreases topological correctness.483

Pruning of unlikely paths before CRF inference (Sec. 3.2) is governed by a484

maximum allowed number prune of consecutive superpixels with unary road485

likelihood < 0.5. Paths with longer stretches of background are discarded486

directly and not passed to inference. We test for a range of lengths prune ∈487

(5, 10, 15, 20, 25), see Fig. 6(a). The tests indicate that prune should be set488

≥ 10 in order not to drop too many promising paths at an early stage of the489

process.490

The truncated linear weighting function (Sec. 3.3) for a node’s clique491

membership needs lower and upper bounds (Eq. 4). All nodes with d(xj, Qi) ≤492

l · σx(Qi) receive wmax, whereas nodes with d(xj, Qi) > u · σx(Qi) receive493

wji = 0. We start from a very conservative setting of (l, u) = (0.0, 0.5) and494

incrementally increase l and u in steps of 0.5 to (l, u) = (2.0, 2.5), Fig. 6(b).495

While one could also vary the slope by changing l and u differently, we found496

this to have only minor influence. Too conservative values for (l,u) weaken497

the clique membership of too many superpixels and counteract the intended498

effect of the cliques, hence they yield inferior topological correctness. Larger499

values preserve the cliques better and unleash the potential of the model.500

Finally, we compare our default way of generating superpixels, the energy-501

based approach of (Veksler et al., 2010), with the SLIC method of (Achanta502

et al., 2012), Fig. 7. The method of (Veksler et al., 2010) has a small advan-503

tage of one or two percent points over SLIC for all measures. Note, however,504

that SLIC is faster to compute.505

Overall, the proposed scheme is rather robust against different parameter506

settings. It should be noted, though, that some settings have considerable507

influence on the computation time. In particular, increasing the number of508

minimum cost paths slows the method down (how much depends strongly509

on the implementation and hardware used, since the computation trivially510

parallelises over different paths). On the other hand, higher values for prune511

do lead to a larger CRF with more large cliques, but that only marginally512
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increases the run-time for inference.513

5. Conclusions514

We have proposed a model for long-range network structures in images,515

in which the network is seen as a collection of (partially overlapping) curvi-516

linear paths. Putative pieces of the network are found by minimum cost path517

search and then pruned to a set that covers the road network, through MAP518

inference in a CRF. The paths correspond to higher-order cliques and their519

potentials are designed in such a way that they allow for efficient inference520

in spite of large clique sizes. In our experiments the proposed method out-521

performs several natural baselines, both in terms of labeling accuracy and522

w.r.t. topological correctness. Our model is not restricted to 2D network523

extraction, and its adaptation to 3D networks often encountered in medical524

image stacks appears straight-forward.525

Still, a lot of prior knowledge remains unused and there are ample op-526

portunities to improve network extraction. For example, crossings and T-527

junctions are not yet explicitly incorporated, but are strong evidence for528

networks. Simple star-shaped “junction cliques” in our experience only lead529

to small improvements (Wegner et al., 2013), so better ways to use evidence530

from junctions should be found. False negatives still remain on very narrow531

roads and near the boundaries of wide roads or crossings. These can be better532

recovered by (i) moving to a per-pixel classification (instead of superpixels)533

and (ii) by explicitly estimating the road width instead of tuning k, as pro-534

posed in our recent paper (Montoya et al., 2014). In (Montoya et al., 2015)535

we show that our framework is flexible and can be extended to incorporate536

a higher-order prior for building extraction. While per-pixel classification537

improves numbers slightly, the superpixel approach presented here runs gen-538

erally faster. Using superpixels instead of single pixels significantly speeds539

up path computation and inference, because the graph size (the number of540

nodes) per image is significantly reduced (from 1 million to ≈ 17,000).541

Finally, minimum cost path sampling is at present done independently542

of the CRF. It appears feasible to include the path search directly into the543

CRF via pairwise potentials derived from the per-edge cost. Such a solution544

would certainly be more elegant and principled, albeit at the cost of more545

complicated inference.546
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Figure 3: Road networks extracted in three patches of the Vaihingen orthophoto mosaic.
Green true positives, blue false positives, red false negatives.
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Figure 4: Example results for EPFL data set obtained with our method (left) and the
EPFL method (right). Green true positives, blue false positives, red false negatives.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Results of the parameter study (percentages on vertical axis, parameters on
horizontal axis). (a) Path sampling: Evaluation of start-end node pairs sep (with k fixed
to 4) and (b) evaluation of mutually exclusive paths k per node pair (with sep fixed to
4000). All numbers are percentages.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Results of the parameter study (percentages on vertical axis, parameters on
horizontal axis). (a) Path pruning: Evaluation of the maximum number prune of con-
secutive superpixels with unary road likelihood below 0.5 per path. (b) Node weighting:
Evaluation of different settings of (l,u) for the truncated linear node weighting function.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Superpixel segmentations overlaid to image generated with the methods of (a)
(Veksler et al., 2010), (b) SLIC (Achanta et al., 2012), and (c) comparison of quantitative
results (SLIC blue, ours red) (percentages on vertical axis).
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